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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
According to the Technical Annex of AComIn, the Deliverable D1.1 has been submitted in 
month 12 with report about “Smart Lab Tender and Delivery of Devices”. The present 
Deliverable D2.2 presents the Public Procurement procedures held in months 13-18 and reports 
about the completion of the WP2 tasks: 

• Task 2.1 Equipment purchase (month 1 – month 12) and 

• Task 2.2 Smart Lab Integration (month 10 – month 15). 
 
The report D2.2 contains information about the upgrade of IICT infrastructure by purchasing and 
integration of the Smart Lab devices, summarising information about: 

(i) the tender procedures for the Smart Lab equipment, the selected suppliers and 
discussion of the agreed maintenance procedures;  

(ii) Smart Lab installation;  
(iii) Smart Lab integration in the IICT Network;  
(iv) User Manuals for exploitation of the Smart Lab devices.  

 
D2.2 also considers deviations from schedule. At the end of Period 1, one (smaller) equipment 
item remains for further purchase. It is part of the Speech Lab and will be delivered while the 
other parts – contracted specific medical devices that need to be imported from abroad – arrive 
to IICT.  
 
This little delay in equipment installation concerns only the Speech Lab, a stand-alone unit, so it 
will not affect the project as a whole. 
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1 TENDER PROCEDURES FOR THE SMART LAB EQUIPMENT, THE 
SELECTED SUPPLIERS AND DISCUSSION OF THE AGREED 
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES  

1.1 Preface: Summary of what has been achieved during Tender 1 
and scope of Tender 2 

The Institute for Information and Communication Technologies (IICT-BAS) has conducted an 
open public procurement procedure during project months 6 – 10, which led to the purchase of 
most of SmartLab equipment via public tendering (Tender 1). A more comprehensive 
description of the public procurement procedures in accordance with Bulgaria Law, as well as a 
list of the concluded contracts and purchased devices, as a result of Tender 1, were included in 
D2.1: Smart Lab Tender and Delivery of Devices, (Actual submission date 15/11/2013). As 
indicated in D2.1, however, the initial public procurement procedure for three pieces of Smart 
Lab equipment had to be terminated: No offers were filed for the Sound-recording laboratory 
(Position №10 in Tender 1; which, In Tender 2, split into detached position №2: Sound-
recording laboratory equipment and detached position №3 Medical equipment for a sound-
recoding laboratory) and the Integrated server periphery (ISP) (Position №11 in Tender 1), while 
the offer for a 3D Printer (Position №2 in Tender 1) did not meet the technical requirements set 
in advance by the contracting authority. Consequently an extension of Task 2.1 was negotiated, 
so that IICT-BAS could organize a second tender for the equipment that could not be purchased 
in tender 1. The scope of this section of the report includes detailed information only on the 
second conducted public procurement procedure for the abovementioned devices. To avoid 
repetitions, an overview of the applicable legal framework has been omitted from this 
deliverable. 

The second public procurement procedure has been assigned by means of an open procedure, 
i.e. all interested parties may submit an offer for one or more of the detached positions, listed in 
the public procurement announcement. The contracting authority (IICT-BAS) determined the 
public procurement contractor based on the evaluation of the offers in accordance with the 
following criterion, indicated in the announcement: “economically most favourable offer”. 

The object of the current public procurement, as described in Section II.1.5 of the Public 
Procurement Announcement is "Delivery, installation and maintenance of intelligent peripheral 
equipment for high-performance computing complex (HPCC"1 The scope of the tender includes 
the installation of equipment and on-site training of the staff to work with the equipment. The 
price of these activities should be included in the offer. Providing a complete documentation set 
on operating the delivered and installed hardware and software is required.  

The following activities are objects of the public tender:  

• Delivery of the system components. 

• Installation, setup and configuration of all hardware and software components of the 
system, including modifications and design of the power supply scheme of the system, 
necessitated by the installation of the new equipment in the hall/s. 

                                                      

 
1 Since the current SmartLab tender procedure could be viewed as a continuation of the first one, the 
general object of public procurement remained the same, only the individual detached positions have been 
modified    
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• Commissioning and testing the functionality of all modules and components of the 
equipment. 

• Conducting on-site training on how to work with all modules in the system. 

• Performing warranty maintenance of all modules in the system.  

• Post-warranty maintenance of all modules in the system according to the requirements 
of the contracting authority as specified in the current tender. 

 

Listed below are the detached positions, for which offers could be submitted: 

• Detached position №1 “3D printer“ 

• Detached position №2: “Sound-recording laboratory equipment” 

• Detached position №3 “Medical equipment for a sound-recoding laboratory” 

• Detached position №4 ”Integrated server periphery (ISP” 

 

The following documents have been submitted to the Public Procurement Agency (PPA) on 
December, 6th 2013 in execution of the current project activities: (please, visit 
http://www.aop.bg/case2.php?mode=show_doc&doc_id=573657&newver=2 ) 

• Decision to publish: № 746 from 06.12.2013; 

• Public Procurement Announcement (573657). 

 

Batch: 04147 

Correspondence file number: 04147-2013-0005 

Deadline for filing offers or requests for participation: January 15th 2014, 16:00h. 

 

1.2  Conducting the procedure 
The Director of IICT-BAS issued Order № 160/18.10.2013 for determining the members of the 
commission, responsible for composing the documentation for participation in the procedure 
until November 19th, 2013. 

Members of the commission, responsible for preparing the documentation: 

1. Chairman – Prof. Ivan Dimov 

members: 

2. Prof. Galia Angelova 

3. Prof. Dimitar Karastoyanov 

4. Gergana Gergova Angelova – legal advisor, 

5. Ivanitchka Maneva – chief accountant, 

6. Assoc. Prof. Vladimir Monov 

7. Dr. Rayna Georgieva. 

A protocol of the Commission’s activity was drawn up on November 19th, 2013. 

The Director of IICT-BAS has issued Order № 6/15.01.2014 for appointing a commission, 
responsible for considering, assessing and ranking the offers, to be filed by the participants in 
the open procedure with simplified rules. 
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Members of the commission: 

1. Chairman – Prof. Dimitar Karastoyanov – AComIn WP 4 leader 

members: 

2. Prof. Ivan Dimov, Head of department at IICT-BAS and project AComIn WP1 leader 

3. Prof. Galya Angelova – AcomIn project coordinator 

4. Assoc. Prof. Krassimira Stoilova – Associate Professor at IICT-BAS 

5. Gergana Gergova Angelova – legal advisor 

6. Assoc Prof. Stoyan Mihov - Associate Professor at IICT-BAS 

7. Elena Bancheva – accountant at IICT-BAS, secretary of the commission 

Reserve members of the commission: 

1. Prof. Todor Stoilov – Head of department at IICT-BAS 

2. Assoc. Prof. Vladimir Monov - Associate Professor at IICT-BAS 

3. Dr. Rayna Georgieva – Assistant Professor at IICT-BAS 

The public opening of the offers took place on January 17th 2014 in the Institute of Information 
and Communication Technologies, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences / IICT-BAS / Sofia, "Acad 
Georgi Bonchev " str. bl. 25 A, hall № 218 at 11:30 am. 

Listed below are the participants in the public tender in the order of receipt of their offers: 

1.”Nikora 2000" EOOD – for detached positions № 1,4 

2.“Svego 99” OOD - for detached position № 2 

3. ”Semika” EOOD - for detached position № 3 

Protocol № 1 of the commission's work was composed on February 3rd 2014, pursuant to Art. 
68, para. 7 of the Law on Public Procurement (LPP), based on the meeting of the committee. 
The record contained findings regarding the presence and validity of the documents submitted 
in Envelope № 1 (“Documents for selection”). 

The committee unanimously agreed that no required documents were missing in the offers, filed 
in by the participants and decided to admit to consideration the sets of documents in Envelope 
№2 (Technical proposals) of all participants. 

On February 11th 2014, at 10:00 AM, the Commission held a meeting in order to consider the 
technical proposals of the participants in the tender. 

The commission ranked the admitted participants’ offers by the technical indices, in accordance 
with the offer assessment methodology, specified in the participation documentation, as follows: 

Detached 
position 

Participant Assessment of 
technical offer 

Assessment of 
terms of execution  

№1 “Nikora 2000" EOOD 10 7.56 

№2 “Svego 99“ OOD 10 8.32 

№3 “Semika“ EOOD 10 7.96 

№4 “Nikora 2000" EOOD 10 7.56 

 

Participants, admitted to opening of the price offers (Envelope 3): 
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1. Participant “Nikora 2000" EOOD – for detached positions 1,4, 

2. Participant “Svego 99“ OOD – for detached position 2, 

3. Participant “Semika“ EOOD – for detached position 3. 
 
Protocol №2 of the commission’s work was composed, based on the meeting (February 11th). 

The participants were notified of the date, time and place where the official announcement of 
the admitted participants would take place, via a letter by the Chairman of the commission. The 
letter was sent to the participants by fax and e-mail on February 14th, 2014.  

The opening of the price offers took place on February 24th 2014, at 13:00 PM in the building of 
the Institute of Information and Communication Technologies, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
(IICT-BAS), Sofia, "Acad Georgi Bonchev" str. bl. 25 A, hall 218. The admitted participants and 
the ranking by technical indices were publically announced in the presence of representatives of 
the participants, the mass media and of non-profit organizations. The price offers of the 
participants were publically announced. 

The candidates’ ranking for each detached position based on the overall complex assessment, 
calculated according to a formula described in the tender documentation, is as follows: 

Detached 
Position 

Participant Score for 
price offer  

Score for 
technical 

offer 

Score for 
terms of 

execution 

Complex 
score 

№1 “Nikora 2000” EOOD 10 10 7.56 9.756 

№3 “Semika“ ЕООD 10 10 7.96 9.796 

№4 “Nikora 2000” EOOD 10 10 7.56 9.756 

 

After opening the price offers, the commission established that participant №2 – “Svego 99” 
OOD, tendering for detached position №2: “Sound-recording laboratory equipment ” had offered 
a price which surpassed the contractor’s available financial recourse for the position, which had 
been indicated in Section III of the participation documentation: Full description of the 
subject of public procurement  – Estimated price – 23 700 BGN (VAT excluded), as well as in 
the section regarding detached position №2 of APPENDIX Б of the Public procurement 
announcement: INFORMATION ON THE DETACHED POSITIONS,. In relation to that finding, 
the commission proposed to the contractor to remove  from the procedure participant “Svego 
99: OOD, tendering for detached position №2: “Sound-recording laboratory equipment”, via offer 
with incoming number: №47/15.01.2014г. (11:30 АМ), on the grounds of LPP, Art.69, para.1, 
item 3 and in relation to Art.39, para. 1, item 3, as well as to terminate the procedure for 
detached position №2: “Sound-recording laboratory equipment” on the grounds of  Art.39, para. 
1, item 3. (LPP).   

The Commission proposed to the contracting authority to award public procurement contracts to 
the participants who had been ranked first on each detached position, as follows: 

1. Detached position №1 “3D printer“ – “Nikora 2000” EOOD; 

2. Detached position №3 “Medical equipment for a sound-recoding laboratory” – “Semika“ 
ЕООD; 

3. Detached position №4 ”Integrated server periphery (ISP)” – “Nikora 2000” EOOD. 
 
Pursuant to Art. 72 of LPP, a final protocol of the commission’s work was composed on 
February 25th 2014. 
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The Director of IICT-BAS issued Decision № 192/12.03.2014, pursuant to Art, 73, paragraph 1 
of LPP, containing the ranking of the participants and the designated contractors of  public 
procurement. 

The decision to terminate the procedure for assigning public procurement was sent to PPA on 
12 of March 2014. 

Letters of Invitation to conclude public procurement contracts were sent to the participants, 
chosen for contractors - “Nikora 2000” EOOD and “Semika“ ЕООD on March 26th and March 
27th 2014, respectively. 

1.3 Purchased Systems and Devices 
Attached, below, is a list of the contracts, concluded as a result of Tender 2. 

 

List of the contracts concluded 

Detached position №1 “3D printer“: 
• Contractor: “Nikora 2000” EOOD 
• Date of signing the contract: March 27th 2014 

Detached position №3 “Medical equipment for a sound-recoding laboratory”: 
• Contractor:“Semika“ ЕООD 
• Date of signing the contract: to be signed in May 2014 

 

Detached position №4 ”Integrated server periphery (ISP”): 
• Contractor: “Nikora 2000” EOOD 
• Date of signing the contract: March 27th 2014 

 

1.4 Analysis of the Tender Results 
The main part of the activity has been implemented and the procedure did not complete on only 
one detached position. This is position №2: “Sound-recording laboratory equipment”. The 
reason for that was the offered price, which surpassed the contractor’s available financial 
resource for the position, which had been indicated in Section III of the participation 
documentation: Full description of the subject of public procurement – Estimated price – 23 700 
BGN (VAT excluded). Due to the low value of the contract will apply a simplified procedure of 
short listing and selection of contractor for tender. 

We may conclude that the activity has been implemented with an exception of only one out of 
13 detached positions. Then we will some months in addition to perform Task 2.2. Since the 
position №2: “Sound-recording laboratory equipment” is not disturbing our main activities 
curried out by the Smart Lab we will not need official extension of Task 2.2. The most complex 
devices of the Smart Lab are already installed and operating. 

We have performed a careful analysis of the causes of not very high efficiency of implementing 
the tender procedure in Bulgaria. The main challenge was uniqueness of main components and 
systems of the Smart Lab and complexity of setting up the laboratory. We have also found out 
that the companies dealing with this issue do not have experience dealing with installation and 
maintaining the systems. Nevertheless, thanks to the experience of the group, working on the 
tender and the thorough knowledge of the Law on Public Procurement and administrative 
procedures on the part of the legal advisor and the Institute’s administration, the tender has 
been completed successfully as a whole.  
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2 SMART LAB INSTALLATION  
 

Smart Lab delivery and installation 

The chosen for delivery devices and systems are distributed in Sub Labs as follows:  

 

3D Input Lab 

 

                 

Hand-held colour 3D laser scanner Handyscan 3D VIUscan Creaform 

 

Hand-held colour 3D laser scanner Handyscan 3D VIUscan Creaform for precise and 
continuous 3D scanning of the surface of solid bodies with applications for scanning and 
building of 3D models of household, industrial and organic objects. Every 3D model can be then 
3D printed or software processed. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS  
Weight: 1.3 kg (2.85 lb) 
Dimensions: 172 x 260 x 216 mm (6.75 x 10.2 x 8.5 in) 
Measurements: 18,000 measures/s 
Laser class: II (eye-safe) 
Geometry Resolution: 0.1 mm (0.004 in) 
Accuracy: Up to 50 µm (0.002 in) 
ISO: 20 µm + 0.2 L / 1000 
Texture Resolution: 50 to 250 DPI (user configurable) 
Texture Colours: 24 bits, sRGB-calibrated 
Depth of field: 30 cm (12 in) 
Output file formats: .ma, .dae, .obj, .x3dz, .x3d, .zpr, .wrl, .fbx, .ply, .stl, .txt 
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Industrial Computerized 3D Tomograph STDS-600 - XT H 225 

The Industrial Computerized 3D Tomograph STDS-600 - XT H 225 for non-invasive scanning of 
the internal structure of 3D objects, with built in radiation protection of the operator. The system 
can be used for analysis and 3D reconstruction of the internal 3D structure of scanned objects 
(bones, solid bodies, industrial details). The system consists of:  

- 225 kV 225 W High power X-Ray source  
- X-Ray spot size < 3 microns  
- Open tube with replaceable Tungsten filament for low cost of ownership  
- Basic Filter Kit  
- 5 axis sample manipulator, 15 kg maximum weight  
- Manipulator max travel of 200 mm in X, 300 mm in Y and 610 mm in Z  
- High precision rotate stage for accurate CT  
- Varian 2520 14 bit Flat panel detector  
- 250 x 200 mm panel size, 1900 x 1500 pixels  
- High Spec system PC (32 bit) with 4GB RAM  
- Twin 19" flat panel monitors  
- System temperature controlled with external chiller  
- System shielded to < 1 µSv/hr, no special precautions needed  
- Inspect-X system software including Basic CT  

- CT Pro (32 bit) fast data reconstruction software  
 
 

 

System for acoustic holography 

System for acoustic holography with adaptive microphone grid, 18 microphones, amplifiers, 
calibrators, hardware and software for signal processing, MATLAB possibilities. Applications: for 
measuring the intensity of the sound field and 3D cartography in real time. 
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The system consists of: 
- Input Modules LAN XI 51.2 kHz and LAN XI 25.6 kHz 
- PULSE LAN-XI Single Module Front-End Driver Node Locked License 
- Array Front Panel LAN-XI Modules 
- PULSE Array Acoustic Holography, Node Locked License 
- PULSE Array Acoustic Conformal Calculations, Node Locked License 
- PULSE Acoustic Test Consultant, Node Locked License 
- Sector Wheel Beam Forming and SONAH array, Size 0.55-1.5 m, 
- Very Short Array Microphone for Handheld Arrays 
- Pistonphone calibrator, 250 Hz, 124 dB, Class 0 
- Adaptor for 6-Channel Pistonphone, short version for all Array Microphones 

 

 

      

Thermo camera FLIR P640 

Thermo camera FLIR P640 with view field 24°/16°, minimal temperature range -40° С up to 
+500°С (with option of 2000°C), temperature sensitivity 0 .06°С by 30°С (option for 0.006°С), 
detector matrix  640/480 pixels, integrated colour digital camera, memory 1GB, set of 
objectives, software. Applications: for thermograms of large objects, processes and electrical 
schemes, energy efficiency of buildings, temperature and wet anomalies, antiterrorism. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
640 x 480 Infrared Detector 
Outstanding Thermal Sensitivity: 0.06° C 
TripleFusion Picture In PictureTechnology 
Optional WLAN Remote Control 
Target Illuminator for Low-light Areas 
Voice Annotation with Each Image 
High Resolution Array for Viewing at Greater Distances 
-40°C to +500°C, in 2 ranges; up to + 2000°C, optio nal 
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System Dynamics Lab 

 

   

High speed camera Nac Memrecam HX6 
 
High speed camera Nac Memrecam HX6 with possibilities of  2330 – 5110 pps (high resolution 
1920/1080), up to 53 000 pps (resolution 320/240) and up to 370 000 pps (resolution 320/24); 
internal high speed memory 16/32 GB; lenses; temperature calibration, measurement of 
position, speed, acceleration and angles parameters; software and LAN possibilities. 
Applications:   Capture and analysis of ultrafast objects and processes. 

 

  

Laser particle analyzer ANALYSETTE 22 Nano Tec plus 
 
Laser particle analyzer ANALYSETTE 22 Nano Tec plus containing measurement module, 
"wet" dispersing module with measurement range 0.01-2000 microns and "dry" dispersing 
module with measurement range 0.1-2000 microns, three semiconductor lasers with 10,000 
hours life, protection class EN 60825, management software. Applications: The measurement of 
the size and size distribution of particles in nano-and micro-ranges for bulk materials, powders, 
suspensions and solutions, organic compounds, etc... 

 
Measuring Unit 

Due to the combination of the three lasers with two different measuring cell positions and 
without any alterations, 5 different measuring ranges can be used, with the ANALYSETTE 22 
NanoTec plus, which are simply selected in the software.  
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The DEM (Discrete Element Method) Software 

The DEM (Discrete Element Method) Software for Industrial Applications  consists of: 
 - EDEM Creator – modules for building of models for objects with different size and 
form, using small spheres as build material. 
 - EDEM Simulator for simulation of interactions between many moving objects, 
presented as previous built models. 
 - EDEM Analyst for analyzing the results of simulations. 

The application of EDEM Software is for modelling of movement, interaction and handling of 
bulk materials, distribution of particles by size and form in mixtures of different materials, etc... 

 

3D Output - Visualisation Lab 

    

Radvision (Avaya) Scopia XT Meeting Center 

Visualization Lab – Integrated system for multimedia with Radvision (Avaya) Scopia XT Meeting 
Center, modules for videoconferencing, including 3D visualization, server for multipoint video 
conversations. The system will be installed in hall with 100 sitting places, IP based, with 
integration and compatibility of all modules.  

 

The following specialized laboratories were equipped with the purchased devices and systems 
at Tender 1: 

- Special Lab for Visualization System, 
- Special Lab for Holographic System, 
- Special Lab for 3D Devices (3D Printer will also be installed here), 
- Special Lab for System Dynamic Devices. 

Premises for the Integrated Server Environment and for the Speech Lab are currently under 
preparation. 
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3 SMART LAB INTEGRATION IN THE IICT NETWORK 
 

All Special Labs are integrated in Smart Lab  as shown in Figure 1: 

 

 

Figure 1.  SmartLab and the IICT Computational Infrastructure in two buildings (Block 2 and 
Block 25A): 
• the SmartLab Modular Smart Storage array system is installed in the IICT Grid Cluster 

Block 25,  

• the SmartLab Visual Wall is installed in Block 25, 

• the SmartLab Integrating Server is physically located in Block 2 and provides links 
among all SmartLab devices and the IICT Network, 

• the SmartLab Tomograph and the Laser Particle Sizer are installed in Block 2, 

• all other SmartLab devices are portable (all of them, except the acoustic holography, are 
stored in Block 2). 
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SMART LAB TECHNICAL SUPPORT DESCRIPTION 

The SMART LAB is a technological support for the researches, integrated in the ACOMIN 
project. The SMART LAB targets the increase of the set of user interfaces, related to the 
available high performance computing resources, managed by the Academic institution IICT-
BAS as a beneficent of the ACOMIN project. Except interface functionalities, the SMART LAB 
provides additionally specific modelling and simulation tools, which increase the investigation 
possibilities and experimental environments for the researchers. Thus SMART LAB provides 
both technological integration of wide range of computer interfaces and a set simulation tools 
and software support in several technological and scientific domains. 

The architecture of SMART LAB is a decentralized and the technical systems are distributed 
through the academic campus of the IICT-BAS. The core system of SMART LAB is located 
among two buildings in the academic premises of IICT. Both places a physically connected by 
fibber link, which support communication speed of 1Gb/s. On the first premises (BL.25) 
physically are situated existing computational resources, which give computing power for the 
SMART LAB devices, the cloud computing environment, the disk storage of Big data system. 

Directly connected in LAN environment to these resources is the Video Wall, which is one of the 
Smart LAB entity. 

Through a fibber link, the second institutional premise (Bl.2) is connected, which is currently 
exploited for providing WAN connections to others institutes of the Bulgarian Academy of 
Science. But dedicated LAN link is established to the SMART LAB communication and 
integration centre in BL.2. This centre physically connects the set of smart interfaces given by 
specialized devices as: 

- High speed camera; 
- Infrared camera; 
- Laser particle nanosizer (nano 3Dmill); 
- 3D Laboratory, consisting 3D printer and 3D scanner; 
- A tomograph system; 
- Network laboratory, which support both network communication modeling and 

transport simulation; 
- Management and exploitation of two wireless LANs in the framework of ACOMIN 

project: public and internal ones. 

The SMART LAB environment provides additional software services, implemented by specific 
modelling tools.  

The EDEM tool for modelling of discrete events is installed in Bl.25 premises.  It is applicable for 
solving large scale mathematical problems in order 109 of unknown arguments. 

In Bl.2 premises the network lab offers two different tools for modelling transportation flows in 
microscopic and macroscopic transportation systems. Optimization of the current plans of traffic 
lights is available for the case of urban transportation network. 

The network modeling and simulation tools give solutions for the design, optimization and 
exploitation of computer and communication networks for LAN and WAN environments. Both 
tools increase the functionalities provided by the SMART LAB components. 

After a careful analysis and discussion in the Executive Board of the AComIn project Special 
Regulations were created for using the Smart Lab equipment . The Regulations are given 
below: 
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R E G U L A T I O N S  

 
For the organization of the activities and use of specialized equipment  

within project AComIn 
 

1. The specialized equipment, purchased by project AComIn is organized into a system of 
RTD laboratories under the common name Smart Lab. 

2. Smart Lab consists of the following laboratories, systems and devices:  

- 3D Input Visualization Lab; 
- 3D Output Lab; 
- Speech Lab; 
- System Dynamics Lab; 
- Integrating Server Environment; 
- Modular Disc System; 

3. The different modules, devices and systems of Smart Lab could be:  

- Stationary systems or mobile devices; 
- Autonomous devices or parts of systems. 

4. The following are mobile autonomous devices:  

- High-speed camera  
- Thermo camera  
- 3D scanner  

5. The following are stationary autonomous devices:  

- 3D printer  
- EDEM software  
- Computerized Tomograph  
- Laser Particle Sizer  

6. The mobile systems or parts thereof  include:  

- Acoustic Holography System  

7. The following are stationary systems or built-in devices:  

- 3D Output Lab  
- Speech Lab  
- Integrating Server Environment  
- Modular Disc System  

8. The work with the specialized devices and systems shall be carried out in accordance 
with the rules and procedures, set by these Regulations.  

9. Following a proposal by project AComIn’s coordinator, the Director of IICT-BAS shall 
appoint a Smart Lab Manager, who shall bare responsibility for the Smart Lab devices 
and activities and monitor the observance of the rules and procedures for their use.  

10. The rights and responsibilities of the Smart Lab Manager are determined by the Director 
of IICT-BAS and the project AComIn coordinator.   

11. The stationary systems and in-built devices under item 7 shall be assigned certain 
premises of deployment.   
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12. Due to their size and specificity, the Computerized Tomograph and the Acoustic 
Holography system shall be deployed in separate rooms.  

13. The rest of the stationary autonomous devices, under item 5, as well as the mobile 
autonomous devices, under item 4, shall be deployed in a common laboratory.   

14. Each separate room/laboratory shall have a designated responsible person.  

15. Parts of the systems and devices, under item 7, could be taken out of the respective 
laboratory only in order to undergo repair, following a proposal by the appointed 
responsible person, which shall be approved by the Smart Lab Manager.  

16. Acoustic elements of the system, under item 6 could be taken out of the premise for the 
purpose of conducting natural experiments, following a proposal by the respective 
responsible person, with the approval of the Smart Lab Manager.  

17. The stationary autonomous devices, under item 5, could be used only in the 
laboratory/premise, designated for that purpose and parts of them could be taken out 
only in order to undergo repair, in accordance with the procedure, set in item 15.  

18. The mobile autonomous devices, under item 4, could be used either on-site, in the 
laboratory/premises, designated for that purpose, or in natural conditions (outside).  

19. The following general rules and minimal requirements apply to the use of all devices, 
under items 16, 17 and 18:  

- Scientists who wish to use the respective device should make a request to the 
Smart Lab Manager  

- The request should indicate the topic/project/contract, for which the device is 
needed  

- The request should describe the research objectives and expected outcome.  

- The request should be signed by the Head of the respective topic/project/contract  

- Only scientists and specialists, who have received specialized training, shall be 
allowed to work with the requested device.  

- In case the applicant has not received applicable specialized training, a trained 
specialist shall work with the requested device, in cooperation with the applicant.  

20. Applicants outside IICT shall pay the price of the consumables and a consultant’s fee 
for “using unique RTD equipment.”  

21. The tune of the consultant’s fee shall be fixed in a contract.  

22. In case of a request to use the equipment, made by researchers from IICT, the cost of 
the consumables shall be borne by the respective topic/project/contract.  

23. In case of a request to use the equipment, made by researchers from IICT, the terms 
under item 20 and item 21 shall be determined in compliance with the relevant 
topic/project/contract.  

24. In case of a lack of a funded topic/project/contract, a Request to use the specialized 
equipment to the Director of IICT shall be sent by the Head of the respective 
Department of IICT.  
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25. Proposals, under item 24, shall be endorsed by the Smart Lab Manager, who thus 
confirms the availability of the requested device, and then approved by the project 
AComIn Coordinator.    

The current Regulations have been reviewed and approved at a meeting of project 
AComIn’s Executive Board on November, 19th 2013.  

 

4 USER MANUALS FOR EXPLOITATION OF THE SMART LAB DEVICES  
All devices purchased after the first tender are installed and activated in respective laboratories. 
Number of courses for introductions how to operate with devices are organised. Technical 
descriptions and User Manuals are installed in common library in electronic format. They are 
accessible to the academic staff and technicians from IICT, who wish to study and use the 
laboratory. For each device a directory with documentation is built. Rules for organization and 
work in Smart Lab have been created and accepted.  

Here we present a short information about the User Manuals of some of the most important 
devices of the Smart Lab: 

User Manuals 

 

Computed Tomography from Nikon Metrology 

XT H 225 X-ray and CT inspection system for industrial applications 

Designed to deliver high quality results in a quick, straightforward process, the XT H 225 is ideal 
for a wide range of applications, including inspection of small plastic parts and castings and 
research of organic materials. It provides interactive visualization and fully automatic X-ray 
inspection, with optional Computed Tomography (CT) for in-depth 3D analysis. Full inner and 
outer inspection of industrial components are possible. Detailed measurement of internal 
component and assembly features is often vital for quality control, failure analysis and material 
research. XT H offers powerful X-ray sources, a large inspection volume, and high X-ray and CT 
imaging resolution.  

XT H systems are available with 225kV with optional rotating target and suit a wide range of 
applications, including inspection of small castings, plastic parts as well as material research. 

Benefits: 

•  Flexibility combined in a single system: X-ray for quick visual inspection, CT for in-depth 
analysis 
•  Fast data capture and high-quality images 
•  Fast operation with interactive joystick navigation  
•  High-resolution digital imaging and processing 
•  Embedded safety enables to operate system without any special precautions or badges 
•  Tight integration with industry standard post-processing applications 

Application: 

• Evaluation and measurement of precision plastic parts and small castings, complex 
mechanisms, internal components, part-to-CAD comparison, etc. 
• Fault detection and failure analysis 
• Troubleshooting of assembly issues 
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• Advanced material research and analysis of biological structures 
• Digital archiving of models 

Overview of key features: 

X-ray source 

With a voltage of from 25kV up to a maximum 225 kV, the XT H 225 is suited for as both 
general-purpose use, such as plastics, PCB's, light alloys, small assemblies and organic or 
biological samples, as heavier castings, welds and high-density alloys. 

Target  

The micro-focus spot gives very high resolution and is the recommended standard target. Rod 
anodes are ideal for single wall inspection of hollow samples, such as pipe welds. 

Rotating target source 

An X-ray source with rotating target boosts X-ray flux by up to 5 times, enabling customers to 
obtain faster CT data acquisition or achieve higher CT data accuracy in the same time span. 

5-axis sample manipulator 

The XT H 225 has 3 linear axes and 2 rotational axes, to view the sample at any angle. The 
10kg manipulator holds most sample weight to manipulate with the highest precision. The 
manipulator is normally controlled by variable speed joysticks. It can also be program controlled 
via the rack-mounted industrial PC. 

X-ray image flat panel detectors 

The wide choice of flat panels allows a good match for subject size and x-ray energy and 
provide optimum choice for sample size, field of view, and magnification requirements. 

High magnification 

As the sample is moved towards the x-ray source, the geometric magnification continuously 
increases from approximately 1X (close to the intensifier window) to 160X (touching the x-ray 
source). 

Image processing 

General NDT applications usually need the standard functions, such as contrast enhancement, 
image integration and background subtraction. Special functions, such as automatic die attach 
void and wire sweep calculations, graphic displays and colour enhancement are available for 
more critical analysis. 

Reliability 

The continuously pumped all metal x-ray tube eliminates the problems of costly failures and 
long replacement times of sealed glass tubes. Customer maintenance is minimal, typically 
requiring filament changes taking 15-minute replacement time. 

System specifications:  

• 5 µm focal spot reflection target X-Ray Source, 25 to 225 kV, 0 to 2000 µA (non-
continuous) 60 or 225 Watt. 

• 10kg capacity 5 axis fully programmable manipulator. 

• Maximum scan area 250 x 330mm. 

• Geometric magnification up to: 160x. 

• System magnification up to: 400x. 

• Feature recognition: down to 1 micron. 
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• External cabinet Dimensions: 2030mm L, 925mm D, 2000mm H. 

• Full system control and image processing software. 

The versatile XT H 225 system offers a powerful microfocus X-ray source, a large inspection 
volume, high image resolution and is ready for ultrafast CT reconstruction. They cover a wide 
range of applications, including the inspection of small castings, plastic parts and complex 
mechanisms as well as researching materials and natural specimens. Key benefits: 

• Proprietary 225kV microfocus X-ray source with 3µm focal spot size 

• Easy system operation and low cost-of-ownership 

• Stunning images providing great insight 

• High performance image acquisition and volume processing 

• Straightforward inspection automation 

• Safety first 

Superior accuracy and performance through proprietary 225kV microfocus X-ray source: 

The default microfocus source is equipped with a reflection target, offering a 3 micron spot size. 
With the optional transmission target, you obtain an even smaller spot size and higher 
magnification capability. Regardless of the target of choice, the XT H 225 system uses an open-
tube X-ray source that guarantees a lower cost-of-ownership. 

Stunning images from internal structures 

A small spot size and a high-resolution flat panel create sharp images.  Adapt resolution to your 
needs: full part in coarse resolution and high resolution in a desired region of interest. 

High performance processing 

The core of the processing power is situated in the XT software suite that builds on Nikon 
Metrology’s track record of improving sample throughput and simplifying operation to take the 
systems out of the hands of experts and into the hands of users. XT Software also brings the 
fastest reconstruction of CT data currently available on a single PC. This PC is built from 
standard components to aid serviceability. The sample throughput can be improved further by 
the use of additional PCs. The complete system is also ready for any market leading CT 
visualization and processing software, such as VolumeGraphics.   

Easy operation and automation 

Users are operational with the system within a few days of training. A CT wizard guides 
operators through the data acquisition process. 

Customizable macros automate the measurement workflow, and tight integration with industry-
standard post-processing applications streamline the decision making process. Customizable 
macros automate the measurement workflow, and tight integration with industry-standard post-
processing applications streamline the decision making process. 

Safety first 

Full protective enclosure – compliant to CE and DIN 54113 radiation safety standards – requires 
no special badges or protective clothing. Continuous fail-to-safe monitoring during system 
operation. Radiation shielding is to better than 1µSv/hour external and dual fail-safe 
switches/relays ensure safe operation. 

Low cost of ownership 
The open X-ray tube allows for local maintenance of internal tube components. The 3-wheel 
transportation incorporated to easily maneuver through double-door entries. Also no special 
floor treatment is to install XT H 225. 
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Configure the system to your specific needs 

Specific applications require more detailed images or higher accuracy. XT H 225 can be 
configured with different flat panels (Varian, Perkin Elmer) or source configuration (reflection/ 
transmission target) to make the system ideally suited for your needs.  

XT H 225ST system is an extended version to hold larger samples up to 50kg with a diameter of 
about 50cm. 

 

Creaform Handyscan 3D 

Handyscan 3D product line is a viable option for scanning highly detailed surfaces and small 
objects in many fields such as aerospace, automotive, consumer products and more. 

The EXAscan 3D laser scanner is equipped with a third high definition camera which greatly 
increases the scanning resolution as well as the data acquisition accuracy. 

The Handyscan 3D boasts a number of unique features that help differentiate itself from other 
scanning systems. Being an upgrade to the Handyscan 3D REVscan, the EXAscan laser 
scanner has many of the same features and benefits. The EXAscan also boasts a new 
automatic multi-resolution function enabling it to automatically set the optimum resolution based 
on the type of surface it is scanning. 

Key Features: 

• 3 Cameras 

• Automatic multi-resolution function 

• Self-positioning (does not require an arm) 

• User friendly and ergonomic design 

• Plug-and-play 

• Portable scanner system 

• Versatile use 

Benefits: 

• 2x the resolution of the REVscan 

• 20% increase in accuracy from the REVscan 

• Easily accesses hard-to-scan areas 

• Easy to learn - virtually no learning curve 

• Quickly sets up for scanning 

• Highly mobile 

• Use for wide range of object size 

The Handyscan 3D laser scanners are ideal for scanning projects that require accurately 
capturing the shape of low curvature objects without the inconvenience of setting up tripods, 
tracking arms, and photogrammetry rigs. With the added camera and improved resolution, the 
EXAscan is able to capture smaller objects in greater detail. Consequently, the EXAscan is a 
much more viable option for scanning detailed objects. In addition, it's increased accuracy 
makes it more susceptible for engineering projects. 

Many companies have had success using the Handyscan 3D scanners to scan car bodies, 
household products such as a smoke detector, boat hulls, and even sections of a Boeing 757. 
Although the native photogrammetry system is not optimal for scanning entire objects larger 
than a typical car, it is intuitive and works great for small to medium sized objects.  Very useful, 
when projects involve: 
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• Low to medium curvature parts 

• Free form shapes 

• Reverse engineering/modeling 

• Objects ranging in size from a breadbox to a typical car 

Work Flow: 

• Step 1 – Preparing the surface  

Calibrate scanner and set acquisition parameters. Apply adhesive reflective targets on 
the surface of interest. 

• Step 2 – Scan the surface 

Start data acquisition process. Simply hold the scanner at about 25 cm from the pipe 
surface, and pull the trigger to acquire data on the corroded areas that need inspecting. 
Move the scanner along the surface so as to cover the whole area of interest. 

• Step 3 – Export the results 

Use the Handyscan 3D laser scanner’s Direct Mesh File Output feature to generate a 
surface mesh file instantly. 

 

Laser Particle Nano Sizer Analysette 22 Nano Tech+ 

Quick Access Bar  

The quick access bar located on the left offers simple and efficient access to all 
databases and control elements required for using MaScontrol. It is divided into four main 
groups, each of which is further divided into multiple sub-areas. The individual elements are 
listed here briefly and explained in detail within the main portion of this section. 

Main Data  

After clicking on "Main Data" in the quick access bar, the following window appears: 

 

 

All directories and folders are shown in the database display panel. There may be multiple 
main directories. You can create subdirectories within the main directories. The 
subdirectories contain folders. 
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“Directory" Frame 

Directories can be created ("Add") and deleted ("Delete") here. A second main directory can 
be created alongside the existing one ("Add Root"). 

"Folder" Frame 

With "Add Empty Folder", a new, empty folder can be created at any time within a 
directory. Empty folders can be deleted ("Delete"). 

"Measurements" Frame 

A new measurement is started with the "New Measurement" icon. The measurement result is 
stored in the folder from which the measurement was started. You can delete measurements 
from a folder. However, deleted measurements can be restored to a folder at any time via 
the "Restore from Paperbin" icon. 

With the "Search" icon, you can start a search for measurements across all folders. The 
search results will contain all folders that contain a measurement result with a name 
matching the search term. For example, searching for "theo" <Enter> produces the following 
result: 

 

The "Close" and "Open" icons close the window or open the corresponding result from a folder. 

"New Measurement" Icon 

To start a new measurement, click on the "New Measurement" icon. The window with the title 
"Please Select SOP" is opened, containing the SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) 
previously stored in the database. You can filter and navigate within this window. To select 
an existing SOP, you must select an entry in the database window and click OK or double-
click directly on the entry. 
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After an SOP is selected, the Measurement Wizard appears. Click on Next to move to the next 
step or Previous to return to the previous step. Abort halts the process, Start starts the 
measurement at any time without the need to complete all the steps of the wizard. 

The scope of the wizard is determined by the options you have selected in the SOP and 
which parameters are left open as "unrestricted“, meaning that they can be modified by 
the user at every start of the SOP. 

The last screen of the wizard that precedes the measurement is shown below. It was defined 
in the SOP, for example, that Pump/Ultrasonic cannot be changed; in other words, this is 
"locked". The corresponding options can no longer be modified. Other options of the SOP 
were set to "unrestricted" and can still be changed. 

 

Individual commands are collected together in blocks as scripts. This makes it easier to locate 
specific parameters. You can also expand and collapse each block by pressing the "+" symbol in 
front of the block. 

 

High Speed Camera Nac Memrecam HX6 

The status information displayed on the Monitor, Viewfinder screen and J-PAD3 LCD 
screen are described in this section. The recording and playback settings and information are 
superimposed on the live image and playback image on the Monitor and Viewfinder. 

   Viewfinder and Monitor Display   
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1. Scene 
Displays the Scene number which increases by 1 for each recording. 

2. Trigger 
Displays the current trigger settings. 

3. Trigger Date and Time 
Displays the time and date of the trigger input of the recorded images. 

4. Frame 
Displays the current frame number or the remaining recordable frames and the marks of 
the frame information. 

5. SEG 
Displays the memory segment number currently being recorded or played back. 

6. Status 
Displays the operational mode for the camera. 

7. Play Playback speed for the video. (Units:Frames/second) 

 

8. Rec 
Displays the record or frame rate. During the STOP and PLAY modes the recorded 
images are displayed. The VIEW, ARM and REC modes display the current values. 
(Units: Frames/second) 

9. Shutter 
Displays the shutter exposure time. During the STOP and PLAY modes the 
recordedimages are displayed. The VIEW, ARM and REC modes display the current 
values. (Units:Microseconds/Milliseconds) 

 

 

 

   J-PAD3 Status Display   

In the STOP, VIEW, ARM and REC modes there are 11 status indicators. Press the 
MENU key to display  
the MENU settings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. STATUS: Current display Status 

2. MODE: Displays camera status 
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3. FRAME: Displays current frame number 

4. TIME: Displays current frame time 

5. PLAY: Playback speed 

6. Frame rate 

7. PLAY: Playback speed 

8. SHUTTER: Displays the shutter speed 

9. RIGGER: Displays the trigger timing 

10. ID: Displays the ID number of the recording 

11. SCENCE: Displays the scene number 

12. SEGMENT: Displays the segment number 

13. Playback range bar 

There are six lines of information displayed on the LCD at one time for the bar and status of . 
The items and sequence displayed vary according to the operational mode of the camera. Read 
the pages for each mode for details on the items displayed. 

 

EDEM Software User Interface 

EDEM has three main components: 

•  Creator —  Use to set-up and initialize models. 

•  Simulator — The discrete element solver. 

•  Analyst — EDEM’s data analysis and visualization tool. 

Each component has a common set of areas: a Tabs pane, a Viewer, Viewer Controls and a 
Data Browser. Each area is context sensitive: options vary depending on which component 
(Creator, Simulator, Analyst) is currently active. 

            Tabs Pane 

The Tabs pane has a number of individual tabs, which vary depending on which component is 
active: 

Component  Tab Usage  

Creator Globals Set physics models, gravity, and materials 
 Particles Define particle properties 
 Geometry Define or import geometries and set geometry properties 
 Factories Set particle factory parameters 

Simulator n/a Set the time-step, simulation time and grid properties 

Analyst Model Change how elements are represented 
 Coloring Set coloring options for elements and attributes 
 Selection Define selection and bin groups (if required) 
 Tools Add rulers, protractors, and grids 
 Clipping Set clipping groups (if required) 
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                Viewer 

The Viewer displays 3D representations of your particles and geometry. The 
orientation, position and zoom factor of the Viewer are controlled using the 
mouse. The arrows in the bottom-left corner of the viewer indicate the current 
orientation: red (x), green (y) and blue (z). 

1. Press and hold the left mouse button then drag the pointer to alter (pan) the 
position. 

2. Press and hold the right mouse button to rotate. Press the Shift key and right 
mouse button together to rotate about the horizontal or vertical axis. 

3. Use the scroll wheel to zoom in and out (or press and hold the middle mouse 
button and move the mouse back and forth). Alternatively, while holding down the Ctrl 
button press and hold the middle mouse button to draw a box to zoom in to. 

4. Select Options > Mouse Configuration to configure these controls. 
 

     Viewer Controls 

Use the Viewer Controls to change how items are displayed in the Viewer. For example, you 
can set camera positions, specify the viewer projection (perspective or orthographic) adjust 
the fill-style of a particle, or set the opacity of a geometry. 

     Data Browser 

The Data Browser displays detailed information about the contents of the Viewer: For 
example, particle properties and interactions or the dimensions of a geometry  section. 

 

 

Thermo Camera FLIR P640 

Camera Parts 

 

1. Infrared lens 

2. Digital camera 
3. Laser pointer 
4. Lamp for digital camera 
5. Laser button (NOTE: The laser pointer may not be enabled in all markets.) 
6. User-defined button #1 
7. User-defined button #2 
8. Release button for display 
9. LCD display 
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1. Viewfinder 

2. Adjustment knob for dioptric correction 
3. Release button for connector lid 
4. Cover for connector compartment 
5. Cover for video connector 
6. Cover for power connector 
7. Battery condition LED indicator 
8. Battery 
9. Release button for battery 
10. Power LED indicator 
11. On/Off button 
12. Joystick 
13. Mode button 

 

 

1. Preview/Save button 

2. Auto/Manual button 
3. Focus button 
4. Handle 
5. Camera grip 
6. Handstrap 
7. Headset connector (not shown) 
8. IrDA communication link 
9. Focus ring 
 

Screen Elements 
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1. Camera mode: Analyze and save infrared images 

2. Archive mode: View saved images and video clips 
3. Program mode: Save images automatically 
4. Setup mode: Set up camera 
5. Video mode: Record non-radiometric video clips 
6. Sequence mode: Record radiometric infrared sequences 
7. Information mode: Camera information 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Result table 
2. Line (measurement tool) 
3. Box (measurement tool) 
4. Circle (measurement tool) 
5. Status bar 
6. Temperature scale 
7. Isotherm (measurement tool) 
8. Spot meter (measurement tool) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Mode indicator 
2. Image mode indicator 
3. Toolbox tabs 
4. Toolbox 
5. General information field 
6. Memory Card indicator 
7. System time 
8. Power indicator (battery or mains supply) 
9. Battery capacity indicator 
10. System date 
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Getting started 

Turning on the camera 

To turn on the camera, push the On/Off button (B11). 

Turning off the camera 

To turn off the camera, push and hold the On/Off button (B11) for more than two seconds. 

Focusing the camera 

Do one of the following: 

•To focus the camera, turn the focus ring (C9) of the infrared lens clock- wise/counter-
clockwise. 

•To focus the camera, move the Focus button (C3) left/right. 

Autofocusing the camera 

To autofocus the camera, push and release the center of the Focus button (C3). 

Auto-adjusting the image 

Before you begin analyzing your image, it is important to auto-adjust the image. An auto-
adjusted image generally makes a good image. Manual mode will allow you to highlight a 
particular detail, but this is a more advanced mode. 

• If Manual appears in the top right comer of the screen, push the Auto/Manual button (C2) once 
to auto-adjust the image. 

• If Auto appears in the top right comer of the screen, the image is already auto-adjusted and 
automatically adjusts to the object in the image. 

Using the laser pointer 

• To turn on the laser pointer, remove its protective cap and push and hold the Laser button 
(A5). 

• To turn off the laser pointer, release the button (A5). 
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5 DEVIATIONS FROM SCHEDULE  
 
The objectives of Work Package WP2 “Purchasing Smart Lab and building User Communities” 
are, in general, to ensure the delivery of the Smart Lab equipment, its installation and 
maintenance, and to organise its exploitation by building User Communities. In particular, the 
WP2 Tasks:  

• Task 2.1 Equipment purchase (month 1 – month 12) and 

• Task 2.2 Smart Lab Integration (month 10 – month 15) 
deal with the equipment specification, announcements of public procurement procedures, 
execution of the tenders, selecting the providers, delivery and installation of the devices, as well 
as integration of the equipment in the IICT network.  
 
In the Deliverable D2.1 “Smart Lab Tender and Delivery of Devices”, submitted at month 12, we 
reported about the first Public Procurement procedure that was organised in AComIn year 1 (it 
ended at AComIn month 10). This procedure specified the Smart Lab equipment into 12 
positions listed here with short titles: 

(i) Visual wall, 
(ii) Industrial tomography, 
(iii) 3D scanner, 
(iv) Infrared thermo camera, 
(v) Acoustic holography, 
(vi) High speed camera, 
(vii) Laser particle sizer, 
(viii) Software package, 
(ix) Modular smart storage, 
(x) 3D printer, 
(xi) Integrating Server (hardware as well as software for simulation), 
(xii) Speech Lab (installation of isolation plus devices). 

Tender 1 was successfully completed for positions (i) – (ix) despite the complexity of the 
devices, the high requirements of the specifications, and the slow and inflexible administrative 
procedures. In this way Task 2.1 and Task 2.2 were completed in time for these nine devices 
that were delivered to IICT by the end of November 2013. Thus (75% of) Smart Lab opened its 
doors on 19 December 2013; this was precisely month 15 – the end date of Task 2.2. In terms 
of resources used for the purchase of devices at Tender 1, some 86.5% of the total budget for 
Infrastructure Upgrade had been spent according to the DoW schedule. 
 
Organising the second Public Procurement procedure we split position (xii) Speech Lab into two 
items having in mind the different nature of the suppliers: medical devices and room isolation. 
Thus Tender 2, which ended in March 2014, had four positions: 

(i) 3D printer, 
(ii) Integrating Server (hardware as well as software for simulation), 
(iii) Speech Lab (devices), 
(iv) Speech Lab (delivery and installation of isolation). 

By 31 March 2014 suppliers were selected for the first three positions, and the first two were 
contracted (in addition the advance payment has been made). 
 
So by the end of Period 1, 12 out of 13 equipment positions have been successfully procured. 
The last remaining item is cheaper and therefore, subject to a short public procurement 
procedure, inviting suppliers to present offers in one week. This will be done in April-May 2014. 
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We note that the delay of Speech Lab purchase is insignificant for the other Smart Lab devices 
because the Speech Lab is a stand-alone installation. Practically it is not connected to the other 
devices at all.  
 
The delay concerns only the AComIn activity in Area 3:  

Multimodal enrichment of voice communication by investigation of a new 
generation of intelligent voice-activated technologies that focus not only on the 
precise recognition of spoken words but on interpretation of meaning and context 
to deliver more accurate speech recognition results. 

The AComIn team is currently doing the basic research in Area 3 so the delay implies no 
failures. Moreover, the last item will be purchased before the delivery of the Speech Lab 
medical devices – i.e. position (iii) in Tender 2 – because all of them are to be imported from 
abroad and this might take up to 3 months. So the two Speech Lab parts will arrive almost 
simultaneously to IICT. 
 
In terms of AComIn resources that remain unspent by the end of project Period 1, the last 13th 
equipment item costs 1.45% of the total budget for Infrastructure Upgrade. 
 
 

6 CONCLUSION  
 
This deliverable reports about the successful Infrastructure Upgrade done in IICT via AComIn. 
As shown in Deliverable D2.3, presented also at month 18, all available devices are in active 
use by a variety of AComIn teams working in the project related topics – advanced computing, 
signal and image processing, intelligent control. In this way the successful purchase of Smart 
Lab paves the way to successful execution of the AComIn Research Agenda. 
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7 ANNEX 1: THE FULL TEXT OF THE TENDER 2  DOCUMENTATION IN 
BULGARIAN  

 
 
































































































































































































































